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EQUIPMENT FOR WELDING ELECTRODE MANUFACTURING 

By 

lI. }L\.TRAY 

Chief technologist 

The designing and production of welding electrode manufacturing 
equipment has opened ne'w vistas before the Hungarian machine huilding 
industry. 

It is a highly significant feature of this equipment that its machines 
are also used in other fields of technique, but for the manufacturing of welding 
electrodes they had to he supplied ·with special devices. One might add that 
a major part of machinery used for the manufacture of welding electrodes 
consists of single-purpose machines developed parallel with the technique of 
electrode manufacturing. This applies, above all, to the so-called extruding 
machine which serves to provide the wire with its coating. 

When analyzing the origin and the development of equipment for welding 
electrode manufacturing it is very interesting to note that it has been designed 
and huilt mostly in the welding electrode factories themselves. 

The answer to this question can be found in the special requirements 
of welding electrode manufacturing. Production is anxious to meet the 
requirements of the rapidly developing "welding industry; it is possible only 
by putting welding electrodes of ever higher performance on the market. 
These efforts are usually connected ·with a development of coating formulae 
based on the ay ail able raw materials, without, however, altering to a greater 
extent the technique of coating mass manufacturing ·which depends on the 
extruding system. It means in other words, that the trends in the development 
of coating po·wders are influenced by the electrode manufacturing equipment. 
From this point of view it seems partieulary advantageous ·when equipment 
for welding electrode manufacturing is produced by ·works disposing of both 
·welding electrode manufacturing and machine building departments. The 
flow-sheet of an up-to-date ·welding electrode plant is shown on Fig. 1. 

Welding electrodes have been produced in Hungary for 30 years. Their 
quality meets the world market standards, the different brands are exported 
to a series of countries. Their high quality is ,Yarranted not only by the up
to-date laboratories for product development and welding technique but also 
by an advanced production standard based on a suitable machine park. Types 

4* 
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hitherto developed allow the series production of complete electrode manu
facturing plants, both as regards their modernity and output. 

Equipment for welding electrode manufacturing can be divided into 
four main groups, i. e. machinery for producing coating powders, machinery 
for -wire processing, electrode extruding machinery and electrode drying 

equipment. 

Fig. 1 

Coating pOll.:ders can be prepared either from ready-bought pulverized 

minerals or from lump ores. In case pulverized minerals are bought, only 

yibrating screens and powder-homogenizing machines are needed. 
Vibrating screens suitable for producing coating powders are of a some

\\·hat different size and design than other standard screening equipment. 
Vibrating screens are quite closed and, accordingly, run without causing dust. 
Besides, the quick replacement of the wire cloth is ensured. The size of sieving 
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surface is giyen by the requirements of economical sieving of the finely ground 
powder constituents; the economy of their performance is highly enhanced 
by adding a feeding device to the screen. 

The HungaTian-made powder homogenizing machine is in pTinciple a 
rotating drum of about 100 litres capacity, provided \dth a bladed wheel of 
spccial shape rotating in opposite sense. The bladed wheel lifts and lets back 

the coating powder the different constituents of which had been fed into the 

homogenizer. 
This is made in a "way to ensure the migration of all grains \\ithin the 

homogenizer space. A batch of 200 kgs powder shows an entirely homogeneous 
distribution after 5 minutes mixing "when testing a component of any specific 
wcight. Feeding and discharging of the machine is practically free from dusting. 

If the coating powder is manufactured from lump ores the necessary 

equipment covers ore driers, crushers, screening and fine pulverizing machines 
as well as feeding and discharging deyices for their continuous or batch-like 
operation. These machines and devices are thc samc as arc in use for standard 
mincral puh-erizing, thus their detailcd description seems unnecessary in this 
paper. It should be mentioned, howeyer, that the formation of dust has been 
largely eliminated with all pO'Hler-processing machinery, rather an important 
feature when considering the fine grain of thc powdcrs used for electrode 
manufacturing. It involves that dust impairing the health of the operators 

is eliminated. Such danger is signalled by automatic deyices while the machinery 
is protected by safety protectors. An important point within the powder 
producing shop is also the economical handling of raw materials of various 
shapes and specific weight inside the shop. This problem can be solved by 
cranes or pneumatic devices, according to the capacity of the shop. 

rVire processing starts from wire drawn to exact size and arriying in 
coils. The wire must be processed to yery close tolerances regarding both 

straightness and length; thc euts he clean of hurrs. These requirements are 
yery important since the concentricity of the coating eluring the extruding 
opcration greatly depends on them. This is -why the straightening machines 
for electrodes differ greatly from similar machinery used in standard wire 
proeessing. Perfect straightness of the wire is ensured hy a suitahle setting 
of the straightening j a"ws inside the straightening hody as "well as the several 
pairs of synchronously rotating wire-transporting rolls. Exact cutting lengths 
can he achieved only by cutting mechanism with forced operation and not 

"with the standanl 5top mechanisms. A special deyice is also needed for attaining 
cutting surfaces without hurrs, especially "with the "wire of a dia less than 4 mms. 

Besides, the tools must be also of hest quality with lasting edges. The device 
ensuring cleanness from burrs is produced on client's special requests. Of all 
these quality requirements are ohserycd that the wire straightening machines 
gencrally employed haye an output ahout 50 per cent lower than that of the 
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electrode extruding presses. Using the single-purpose machines developed for 
'wire straightening and cutting, it was possible to step the output by about 
20 per cent. By the use of auxiliary equipment, the down-times were consider
ably lowered, so these machines have, after all, a yield of nearly 75 per cent 
of the extruding presses. 

Coating mass is manufactured by homogeneously mi..xing the coating 

powder ,dth waterglass (solution of alkali silicate). For this operation, special 
mixers with two rolls and a disc rotating in opposite sense should be used 
since they work very satisfactorily and ensure within a very short period a 
consistency of the mass best suited for the extrusion operation. 

The extruding press is the most important unit in welding electrode 
manufacturing. It is in this equipment that the coating mass is pressed onto 
the ,~ire and the electrode assumes its final shape. 

The electrode extruding press is in fact a complex aggregate consisting 
Df seyeral machine units: the press proper operated by mechanical 01' hyd
raulic po·wer with its wire-feeding device, different transporting and distri
buting constructions and the equipment for forming the contact end of the elec
trode. The latter is necessary hccause the extruding press applies the coating 
onto the full length of the ·wire. The coating must he removed on a certain 
length to ensure contact of the electrode holder and it seems practical to do 
so while the mass is still in the plastic condition. 

The most important requircment to be mct hy the extruding machine 
is to yidd a coating which is smooth, continuoU5 and adhcres well to the ·wire. 
--\. most important factor is further the concentric position of the coating on 
the full length of the wire ",iuee the 'I eldillg pcrformancc of the electrode 
depcnds highly 011 this fact. 

From thc many extruding prcsses, ther .. art' three principal typcs to 
he di5tinguished. 

Tht' first is characterizul 1.)"" the fact tlia t the direction of movement 
of the mass and the wirc include an angle of 90 degrees. Thf'se extruding 
pre5i'C5 are huilt in hoth yrrtical or horizontal design (sre Fig. 2). 

A characteristic of the second type is that the direction of movement 
of the mass and the wire include an angle of Ir55 than 90 degrees. These 
extruding presses are built usually in a horizontal design (see Fig. 3). The 
third type shows a coincidence of both directions of moyement. It is the 
so-called co-axial extruding press and is built exdusively in a horizontal design. 

'Yith all these three extruding presses the coating mass is forwarded 
either hy mechanical worm,. or hy hydraulic pistons, hut in any case period
ically. The extruding presses descrihed aboye show a different rate of mass 
flow thus affecting in yarying degrees the concelltricity of the coating. Accord
ing to the hws of fluid mechanics, the flow properties of the coating mass 
,can he expected to he most favourable ,I-hen the section of the extruding tool 
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is decreasing so gradually that it secures a steady speed of the mass flow. 
This may be achieved if friction along the walls of the extruding toll and 
within the particles of the mass may equalize. This can be ensured best by 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

the extruding press types showing an angle of less than 90 degrees bet-w-een 
the direction of movement of the mass and the -wire or even a coincidence of 
these two directions. In Hungary extruding press type 'with an angle of 36 
degrees is heing used at present. 

The mass is pressed onto the 'wire by a hydraulic equipment. 
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Subsequent electrode plants are expected to be equipped also with 
extruding presses working on the principle of screw conveyors. A principle 
of these machines can be seen on Fig. 4. It shows the following advantages ~ 

The axis of mass-forwarding coincides exactly with the axis of the wire 
to be coated, 

the mass is forwarded continuously and without changes of direction, 

thus the concentricity of coating is ensured as far as possible, 

Fig. 4 

the extruding press is operating continuously, cnsuring a productilJll 
increase of about 20 per cent, -when compared to the periodically operating 

extruding press, 
costly auxiliary equipment (mass cylinders) and mass hriquetting equip

ment, necessary -with other press types, can he dispensed with since this press 
can he fed ,;-ith mass of no shape -whateYeI'. 

As compared to extruding presses ,\-ith hydraulic equipment, pumping 
equipment with its costly running and maintenance expenses can hc omitted. 
The 'I"eight and placc requirement of thc extnlCling press is considerahle 
decreasing. 

Summing up, one may scc that thc mechanically operatecl scrc,\"-COll
veyor electrode extruding press is thc most up-to-date and, at the same timc, 
it is the most simple ,,-rIding electrode manufacturing unit, deYeloped hy 
the use of experience gathered hy Hungarian electrode manufactures OYl'r 

three decades. After the operation of electrode extrusion, the coating ha" Cl 

humidity of 6-8 per cent to he lowered hy drying to a figure of 1.0-0.5 per 
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cent. After extrusion, the coating is still in a plastic condition and can be 
easily damaged, therefore it is important that no mechanical force is acting 
on it during drying. It is not advisable to dry electrodes piled up in several 
layers. A further important requirement is the uniform heat transfer to the 
full coating surface during drying . 

• 

1 
Fig. 5 

L p-to-date electrode drying equipment has a pO'werful heating source 

'which may he sensitively and gradually controlled within the necessary tem
perature ranges. The heating equipment consists of dark radiating electric 
heating tuhes. Owing to the special design of the heating tubes, they have 
a long operating life. These tuhes have a pO'wer consumption as low as 60-65 
per cent of standard resistance-heated equipment. The electrodes are forwarded 
hy an infinitely variahle continuous conveyor. The distance hetween the 
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individual electrodes may be predetermined and thus the output of the 
aggregate synchronized -with the output of the extruding press. In a section 
of the drying part, the igniting end of the electrode is formed. The whole 
aggregate has a length of about 30 metres. This relatiyely short drying path 
could only be reached by the use of dark radiating electric heating tubes. 
Owing to its simple design, the drying equipment needs no special handling 

or maintenance, and electrodes of all usual lengths may be treated on this 

equipment (see Fig. 5). 
The main electrode manufacturing units discussed above show the trend::; 

in modern Hungarian electrode manufacturing. Under the production prog
ramme, there are further to be found auxiliary equipments such as complete 
crushing, pulverizing and grading machinery, special powder storing and 
feeding devices, together ·with adjoining material handling facilities. It should 

he especially stressed that in the course of designing the powder processing 
and forwarding equipmcnt special care ·was paid to avoid the dust formation, 
caring hereby for the health of the operators (coating powders inclllde the 
danger of silicosis and manganese poisoning). 

The use of up-to-date controlling and measuring instrumcnts deserves 
special attention. Among these, just one type should he mentioned: the 
instrument determining continuously the dielectric constant of the coating 
and determining hereby quickly and simply its moisture contents. This 
instrumcnt is also produced as a portable type for shop purposes and allo·w5 
frequcnt control both in the electrode manufacturing 'I-orks and at the COll

sumer's. 
\'rith respect to the limited space, this paper could not aim at a detailed 

(lescription of the mentioned electrode manufacturing eqttipment. Specialists 
"ill be able to see from the details givcn that Hungarian craftsmen know 
how to cope with their prohlem" and are familiar with the latest trends on 

a world scale. It was not without importance to consider these prohlems since 
the consumption of electrodes has increased these last five years, eyeu ill 
the most ach-ancecl industrial countries, by yearly 8 -10 per cent. This i~ 

gh-en hy the ever increasing application of arc welding, in spite of the many 
automatic arc-·welding processes already in use. Design and execution of 
modern ·welding electrode manufacturing equipment of Hungarian origin has 
not been restricted, as can be seen, to the development of single machines 
or aggregates. On the eontrary, the greatest efforts have heen macle to elaborate 

a manufacturing technology for ·welding electrodes meeting thc ·welding 
requirements of to-day. This paper has been written ·with the aim to call 
the attention of all those interested in the performance and the leyel attained 
in Hungary and at the same time to make our readers visualize the modernity 
cof our manufacturing cquipment. 
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Recent Advances in Atmospheric Electrici ty 

Editor: L. G. S)!ITH, }I. A., Ph. D. 

Pel'gamon Press, 1953. 631 p. 425 Fig5. 

Tlk book contains 59 papers and short 
'Contributions. as well as discussions on them. 
i. e. the proce'edings of the Second Conference 
on Atmospheric Electricity held at Ports
month, New Hampshire, }Iay 20-23, 1958. 
Beil!g published in September of the same 
year, it ought to be praised as a top perform
ance of editing efficiency. It is well known 
to people who haye confronted the job of 
publishing the material of a conference with 
so manY lecturers how much work is needed 
for making from the lectures a publication 
in form of a book; I think that such people 
might be able to appreciate the work of the 
coordinator. in this case the 'Went"'orth 
Institute, dnd also that of the Pen::amon 
Press. ' ~ 

So I belieye that this extraordinary per
formance in itself would deserye a digest 
longer than usual. But there is yet another 
rea~on for a longer reyie'w: if ~\-e ;,";ant to 
inform our rea de; as completely as the topic 
and the book deserve. ,,'e have to enumerate 
the authors and the titles of all papers and 
{?ontributions which are to be found in the 
hook. After this, we will point out 50mr of 
them, which :icem to be of particular interc,( 
to electrical engineers. 

The proceedings are divided into three 
lJarts : fair weather electricity. thunderstorm 
electricity and lightning discharges, 

The papers a~ld cO~ltributiol~S ill these 
three groups are as follows: 

I. Fair weather electricity 

1. E. T. PIEHCE: Some Topics ill _-'-Lm("
pherie Electricity. 

2. P. J. i\' o LA:'> : Small ::-,-uelei Produced b,' 
Discharge at a Point. . 

.3. R. C. SA~GALY:'>: The Production and 
Remoya! of Small Ions and Charged 
i\' uelei over the Atlantic Ocean. " 

4. L. W. POLLAK and A. L. ?tlET"iIEK5 : The 
Diffusion Coefficient of Large lOllS. 

5. G. A. F,u;cHEH: A Study of Air Flow 
in a Large-loll Chamber. 

6. J. F. CLARK: The Fair-Weather Atmos
pheric Electric Potential and its Gra
dient. 

- J. H. KHAAKEVIK : Electrical Conduction 
and Convection Currents in the Tropos
phere. 

3. S. P. YE:'>KITESlIWAHA:'>: ?tleasurement 
of the Electrical Potential Gradient and 
Conductivity by Radiosonde at Poona. 
India. • - ' 

9. L. KOE:'>IG5FELD: Observations 011 the 
Relations bet\\'een Atmospheric Poten
tial Gradient on the Ground and in 
.,\.ltitude, and Artificial Radioactiyity. 

10. H. O. C1.'HTIS and lY1. C. HYLA:'>D: Air
craft }[easurements of the Ratio of 
i\'egativc to Positive Conductiyity. 

11. H, HATAI~EY,\'}lA, J. I~OBAYASIIL T. 
KITAOKA and K. GCIIIKAWA: A Radio
sonde In-;trument for th ... }[easurement 
of _-\.tmospheric Electricity and Its 
Hii'ht Resul t,;. 

1:2. H. \\'. I\:.A5E}[IR and L. H. RCH::-;-KE: 
.-\.ntelllla Problcnb of }leasurements of 
the Air·Earth Currents. 

13. H. ISHAEL: The Atmospheric Electric 
.. A.gitation. 

1-1. 

15. 

16. 

I': . 

I n o. 

}L KA'Y"\:\O : The Local Anomaly of the 
Diurnal Yariation of the Atm~spheric 
Electric Field. 
R. REITEH and M. REITEH: Relations 
between the Contents of :'iitrate and 
i\'itrite IUE:i in Precipitation; an.] Simul
taneons Atmospheric Electric Processes. 

H, DOLEZALEK : Problems in Atmospher
ic Electric Synoptic Investigations. 
R. }iCHLEISE:'> : The Influence of Water 
on the Atmospheric Electrical Field. 
R. H. D. BARKLIE. \V. WHITLOCK and 
G. HABEHFIELD: 'Obseryations of the 
Reactions between Small Ions and (a) 
Cloud Droplets, (b) Aitken ~uclei. 
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Contributions 

19. H. ISRAEL: The Man-made Radio
activity of the Atmosphere at _\achcn 
on Ap~iL I, 1958 and its Origin. 

20. O. C. JO:\"ES, R. S. 11ADDEYER and J. H. 
SAi"DERS: Radiosonde ::\Ieasurements of 
Vertical Electric Field and Conductivity 
in the Lower Atmosphere. 

21. R. C. SAGALYX : Shmificance of the Ratio 
of the Polar Conductivities in Regions 
of Variable Pollution Content. 

22. G. P. SERBt;: Atmospheric Electricity 
and Advection Fo!:!: Forecasting. 

23. D. L. HARRIS: Atmospherie Artificial 
Radioactivity. 

Thunderstorm Eleetricity 

1. D. R. FITZGERALD and H. R. BYERS: 
Aircraft ObserYatiolls of COllvective 
Cloud Electrification. 

2. Y. TA)It;RA : Illvesti!:!:atiolls on the Elec
trical Structure of thunder;;torms. 

3. S. CUAP)U:\": Corona-Point Discharge 
in Wind and Application to Thunder
clouds. 

4. H. HATAKEYA)IA: The Distribution of 
the Sudden Chan!:!:e of Electric Field on 
the Earth's Surf';ce due to Lightning 
Dischar!:!:e. 

5. L. G. S;lITH: Electric Field Studies on 
Florida Thunderstorms. 

6. B. VO:\":\"EGt;T and C. B. ::\IooRE: Preli
minary Attempts to Influence ConYectiYe 
Electrification in Cumulus Clouds by the 
Introduction of Space Charge into Lower 
Atmosphere. 

7. C. B. MOORE. B. VO:\":\"EG"cT and A. T. 
BOTl;:A: Res~lts of an Experiment to 
Detprmine Initial Precedence of Organ
ized Electrification and Precipitation in 
Thunderstorms. 

8. R. 11. Ct;:\":'O:\"GRA}I: Cumulus Circula
tion. 

9. P. B. ]\fACCREADY JR.: The Lig!ltning 
:!YIechanism and its Relation to :'i atural 
and Artificial Freezing ?-I uclei. 

10. M. BROOK: Laborator}' Studies on Charge 
Separation During Ice-Ice Contact. . 

11. .I. P. Kt;ETT'-"ER and R. L.WOIE: StudlCs 
of Charge Generation During Riming in 
?-Iatura( Supercooled Clouds. 

12. B. YO:\":\"EGFT and C. B. MOORE: Giant 
Electrical Storms. 

13. P. B. l\L\CCREADY JR.: Equipment for 
Forecasting Lightning Danger. 

Contributions 

H . .I. A. CUADlERS, J. E. ::'LU;XD and .T. \'C 
l\IIL:\"ER: Recent Results on Point 
Discharge. 

15. T. \'r, \'rOR)IELL and C . .I. ADKI:\"5: 
Effects of Splashing of Ramdrops at the 
Ground. 

16. J. C. \\'ILLLDIS : Some Properties of the
Lower Positiye Charge in Thunder
clonds. 

17. V . .I. SCIIAEFFER . The Electrification of 
Oil and Water Clouds. 

18. R. REITER: Observations on the Electri
city of :'iimbo-Stratus Clouds. 

Ill. The Lightning Discharge 

1. D. ATLAS: Radar Lightning Echoes and 
_\tmospherics in Yertical Cross-Section. 

2. C. E. R. Bm.-cE: Terrestrial and Cosmi
cal LiO'htning Discharges. 

3. E. L. HILL: 1 ree Electrons in the Lower
Atmosphere. 

'1. }L}L ::'i"E>Dr~:\": Lightning Discharge 
Channel Cha~acteristics and Related 
Atmospherics. . 

5. ?-I. KITAGAW\ and 11. KOBAYASHl: 
Tidal-Changes and Variations of Lumi
nosity due ~to Lightning Flashes. 

6. H. :;: ORl:\"DER and E. K:\"t;DSE:\" ~ Com
bined Anaj,;si:. of Daylight Photographs 
of Li!:!:htnil;g Path:; 'an~d Simultaneous 
Oscill~graph1c Record~. 

7. H. :'iORI:\"DER, E. I"-,,t;DsE:\" and B. 
YOLL)IER: :'Inltiple Strokes in Lightnini' 
Channel. 

3. H. L. J 0:\"E5: The Identification of 
Lightning Discharges by Spheric Charac
teristics. 

9. D . .I. }lALA:\" : Radiation from Lightnilli' 
Discharges and its Relation to the Di,.
charge Process. 

10. A. KDIPARA: Atmospherics in the Far 
East. 

11. H. ISHIKAWA and A. KDlPARA ~ Light
ning Mechanism and Atmospheric Radia
tion. 

1::. C. G. STERGIS and .I. W. DOYLE: Loca
tion of ::'i" ear Lightning Discharges. 

13. R. E. HOLZER ': "'orld Thunderstorm 
Activity and Extremely Low Frequency 
Spheric~. : _ 

1-1. }I. J. LARGE and T. \\. "OR)IELL.: 
Fluctuations in the Vertical Electw.· 
Field in the rrequency Range frolIl 1 
Cycle per Second to 500 Cycles per 
Second. 

15. "-. L.TAYLOR ancl L. J. LA:\"GE: SO:11" 
Characteristics of YLF PropagatIOll 
Lsillg Atmospheric ~-ayeforms.. . 

16. H. ,,'. Ct;RTIS : The :"i ature of Llghtnlllg 
DischaTges which Initiate \\'h1stlers. 

Closing 'Remarks by P. H. WYCKOFF. 

Am 0 ll!!; the paper- quoted above, the foIl 0":
in!:!: se~m to be of particular interest to electn
caI engineers: 
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lL 1. about the curreuts flowing in the 
lightning return stroke, which is 
given by the formula 

it = io (e- at - e-fJt) 
with io = 28 . 103 A, 

a = 7.103 

and (J = 4. 104 

as parameters. 

1. 21. about fog forecasting. 
Il. 2. about investigations on the electrical 

structure of thunderstorms. 
11. 4. about the distribution of the sudden 

change of electric field on the earth's 
surface due to lightning discharges. 

n. 12. about giant electrical storms. 
n. 13. about an equipment for forecasting 

lightning discharges (also very inte
resting for many branches of in
dustry handling explosives and fuels 
etc.). The equipment described has 

been found to be capable of glvmg 
usually a 20-90 minutes warning of 
dangerous lightning conditions. 

Ill. 2. about terrestrial and cosmical light
ning discharges. 

Ill. 7. aJ;>out the multiple strokes in light
nmg channels. 

Ill. 11. about lightning mechanism and at
mospheric radiation. 

Ill. 12. about the location of near lightning 
disclnrges· 

Ill. 16. about the nature of lightning dischar
ges which initiate whistlers. 

v;r e think that this brief survev is suffi
cient to show how much interesting informa
tion is given in the present book, which will 
be useful in a wide field of industry and 
science. 

Prof. J. ErsLER, El. Eng., D. Eng., D. Se. 


